MUSIC, B.A.

Begin Campus: University Park
End Campus: University Park

Entrance to Major

Application for admittance into the program requires completion of a two-year core of music and General Education courses.

Entrance Procedures

Incoming First Year Students

Incoming first year students must apply to Penn State. Decision is based on both an academic review and successful audition. Detailed information on audition requirements and scheduling can be found at: https://music.psu.edu/audition-req/ugrad. Students will enter the AAMUS pre-major upon successful application for admission and audition.

Change of Major/Change of Campus Students

Change of Major/Change of Campus students must have a cumulative GPA of 2.00 or above and successful audition. Detailed information on audition requirements and scheduling can be found at: https://music.psu.edu/audition-req/ugrad. Auditions to enter AAMUS pre-major can be scheduled through the online scheduling form (https://music.psu.edu/form/undergraduate-audition-scheduling/) beginning October 1st – February 1st.

Transfer Students

Transfer students must apply to Penn State. Decision is based on both an academic review and successful audition. Detailed information on audition requirements and scheduling can be found at: https://music.psu.edu/audition-req/ugrad. Auditions to enter AAMUS pre-major can be scheduled through the online scheduling form (https://music.psu.edu/form/undergraduate-audition-scheduling/) beginning October 1st – February 1st.